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In addition to Shangqian saved Su Nan twice by fluke, Fu Yechuan really can’t
think of what else he has in the end, worth her like.

But saving a life is not like.

He wanted Su Nan to recognize clearly, don’t be fooled by him just because of
gratitude!

Su Nan was silent for a few seconds, and her voice sank slightly.

“I’ve been with him and know what kind of person he is, but I don’t need to
explain to others.”

Little Mike’s existence counted as a stain to Shang Qian.

But Su Nan never minded, she only got more heartbroken.

Fu Yechuan’s fist tightened and loosened.

His voice was hoarse, “I can also risk my life for you, Su Nan……”

This tone, almost pleading.
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Su Nan faintly moved between the eyebrows, eyes serious and cold look at him:.

“Mr. Fu, it has been proven that we are not suitable, so do not waste any more
time on me.

I hope our relationship is just a business partner ……”

Su Nan’s words just fell, a side of Shang Qian could not help but go forward, past
reaching out to embrace her shoulders, bringing a faint chill.

“The driver is here, let’s go?”

Su Nan nodded, and could feel Fu Yechuan’s cold, stern gaze.

“Mr. Fu, farewell.”

“Su Nan, you will regret it.”

Fu Yechuan gritted his teeth and opened his mouth, his despondent and
pencil-thin figure was surprisingly a bit ruthless.

Su Nan wrinkled her eyebrows, not wanting to say more, but Shang Qian on the
side was unwilling to just go away.

He turned around, smiled, his voice clear and cold and certain.



“She won’t, she never will.”

Because he will risk his life to be good to her, will always cherish and love her,
will not give her the opportunity to regret.

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services
to its customers.

The driver drove up to the front, he opened the back door in front, Su Nan got in
and closed the door.

He opened the door from the other side and came in, bringing in a few moments
of coolness.

“Drive.”

Su Nan felt that Shang Qian’s mood was not right, he seemed to be angry?

She looked at him sideways, “Have you said hello to Xinhai’s boss?”

Shang Qian nodded, “Already said.”

Su Nan pursed her lips, a strand of hair fell from her ear, she was just about to
don’t again behind her ear when she met Shang Qian’s warm, cool hand.



He moved gently to fix her hair, sighed lightly, and pulled her hand tightly again
to hold it.

Nervous and apprehensive.

“What’s wrong with you?” Su Nan asked.

He was too out of sorts.

Shang Qian’s hand tightened and looked at her, his voice a little low, “Su Nan,
when I watched you guys standing together, I suddenly regretted letting you go
out.”

He knew how much she liked Fu Yechuan at first, and also knew how much this
like was like walking on thin ice.

When he watched her talking to Fu Yechuan, he suddenly thought, what if Su Nan
regretted it?

The fear grew from the bottom of his heart before he rashly barged over and
took away Su Nan.

The fear is still there.

Su Nan how smart people ah, she immediately knew the reason for the change of
Shang Qian.



The reason is that a person who is insecure in this relationship will be so afflicted
with fear.

She was also at the beginning.

But now, she can’t give him enough security, shame is born.

She smiled, “Then you should stop me from going out, but Mr. Shang, you have to
have some confidence in yourself!”

If she could start over, how could she have waited until now?

A split is a split, there’s no turning back.

Shang Qian’s brow soothed, and his grip on her hand loosened.

“Su Nan, no matter what Mr. Fu does, we can’t separate, okay?”

Su Nan froze and looked at him, her pretty eyes blinked and she smiled.

“Don’t care too much about him, he’s not important.”
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After Shang Qian heard her words, the corners of his mouth rippled with a warm
smile.

He completely put his heart down.

From the beginning to the end, she never said “I like you”, but she is ready to like
him.

This is enough.

Fu Yechuan is not important, because no matter what he does, it is impossible to
get Su Nan’s heart again.

He kept holding her hand and didn’t let go.

Su Nan was a little uncomfortable, but not uncomfortable.

Sending her to the door, Shang Qian did not go in.

He smiled gently and looked at her, “Good night, Su Nan.”

He lived right upstairs, so close to her.

Su Nan smiled and waved her hand, “Good night.”



The two people stood facing each other, no one left first.

“You go first?” Su Nan suggested.

Shang Qian: “It’s better for you to go first.”

……

The two were torn for a while, and Su Nan’s face was quietly red.

The phone in the room suddenly rang, and Su Nan sighed with relief, “Okay, I’ll go
in first!”

She ran in as if she had fled.

Hearing the sound of the door closing, she faintly froze, just forgot to close the
door?

Shang Qian closed the door for her and stood for a while before slowly leaving.

The phone call was from Qin Yu, Su Nan hooked the corner of her mouth and
picked up.

“Hello?”



The phone came from the suppressed crying voice, Qin Yu cried up and down.

“Su Nan, I’ve been mistreated, Mo Xian he has actually gotten married!”

Su Nan was stunned, before she had time to ask, she suddenly heard Mo Xian’s
grumpy voice over the phone.

“Who are you calling? Didn’t I tell you that I will solve this matter?”

Qin Yu cried hysterically and scolded him.

“Solve my ass, what do you think you are, I want to break up with you!”

“Su Nan, come and get me, I’m in–”

Before the words could be finished, the phone was slammed on the ground and
hung up.

She called back and was already reminded that the phone was off.

Su Nan’s face sank, looking at the phone that had gone black, and turned around
to go out in a hurry.

Mo Xian was at her side and looked to have taken control of her freedom.



Su Nan called Ning Zhi directly, “Qin Yu is controlled by Mo Xian, do you know
where Mo Xian lives?”

I blame her for not paying attention to Mo Xian, if she had investigated in
advance, she would not have been so helpless.

Ning was surprised when Su Nan briefly told her about the phone call just now.

She thought for a moment, “I remember before Qin Yu asked me to help her
abroad to bring a gift by mail to Mo Xian, that address I still remember, I send you,
we will meet at the door.”

Su Nan answered, too late to say more, and took the elevator directly downstairs.

She went directly to the underground garage, drove out and rushed over to the
address sent by Ning Zhiwu.

On the way, she directly contacted the bodyguard.

After she hung up the phone, Su Jin’s phone call came.

Su Nan picked up.

Su Jin’s tone was a bit anxious: “What’s wrong? Why did you suddenly use the
bodyguard?”

Su Nan wasn’t surprised that Su Jin knew about this, and didn’t have time to think
much about it.



“Something happened to Qin Yu, she was controlled by Mo Xian, I’m going to her
now to check the situation, so I need manpower.”

“Be careful with everything.”

Su Jin finished speaking and hung up the phone straight away.

Su Nan sighed, her heart was a bit complicated.

That address was not far away, and the setup of the high-end neighborhood was
naturally stricter, and she was worried that she would be stopped outside.

When she arrived at the door, Su Nan looked at it and it looked somewhat
familiar.

As soon as the security guards and bodyguards at the gate saw her car, they
politely went over and opened the barricade for her.

“Miss Su, welcome home……”

Oh, she remembered, she has a house here too……
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Su Nan nodded calmly and looked at them.

“In a moment, my bodyguard will come over to help, just go straight in.”

After saying that, he drove straight in.

As soon as Su Nan got out of the car, he looked at Ning Zhiyi who also hurried
over.

The two looked at each other, before they could speak, the vehicle behind
suddenly lit up its headlights.

Su Nan turned around and watched three cars stop in front of him at the same
time.

Immediately after, the car neatly down a dozen people, black clothes and black
pants, stern expression, a look at the hands of extraordinary.

All are the Su family’s bodyguards.

Finally, Su Jin got down from the car and walked over with no expression.

“Let’s go ……”

Ning Zhiyi looked like she was stunned for a moment by the battle, but quickly
reacted, relying on their two women was indeed a bit risky.



Su Nan did not expect Su Jin to come over personally, but did not think so much
about it, saving people is important.

When they arrived at the door.

Ning Zhiwu knocked on the door outside, and the person who came to open the
door was an old woman who was nearly 40 years old and looked like a maid.

The door opened a small crack.

“Who are you looking for ……”

Su Nan: “Is Qin Yu here?”

The maid’s face changed slightly, she must have been instructed in advance, so
she denied with a twinkle in her eyes.

“No, she’s not here, I …… I don’t know any Qin Yu.”

Oh……

Ning Zhiyi did not have so much patience, directly hit the door with force,
striding to walk in.

“Qin Yu, are you there?”



Just after shouting these words, she was all beaten up, the whole person
shocked at that, before the sudden appearance of two black-clad men.

The fierce and fierce look, cold and serious to the extreme, did not expect Mo
Xian home there are bodyguards.

It seems that Mo Xian is well prepared.

But in the next second, Su Jin kicked the door open with a sober face and barged
in with his men.

The bodyguards in the house did not expect there to be so many people behind
them, and their faces changed slightly.

Su Nan followed him in, his eyes coldly swept the maid, “Mo Xian is not here?”

The maid panicked, swallowed his saliva, very scrupulous, did not dare to answer.

The atmosphere was condensed for a moment.

Su Nan glanced at Ning Zhi Zhi, “Go find Qin Yu, she must be here!”

Ning Zhi Zhi nodded and just took a step, the bodyguard in front of her instantly
blocked her path.

He looked at so many people behind him, and with a cross face, he wanted to use
Ning Zhiya as a hostage and let so many people out first.



But before his hand touched Ning Zhiya’s arm, he screamed miserably as Su Nan
took the lead and raised her foot, kicking him away.

He simply did not expect Su Nan to suddenly strike.

Shocked, he got up from the top.

Another person saw the bad situation, rushed over to Su Nan, but next to her, Su
Jin did not have the opportunity to get close to him, the action is crisp and sharp,
knocking him back a few steps.

The surrounding furniture and ornaments all fell to the ground.

The Su family’s bodyguards naturally did not sit idly by and did not care, and went
straight up and did it, crushing the two bodyguards in numbers and momentum
without incident.

The remaining few people began to search around the entire house.

The maid’s face changed greatly and took out her cell phone to report the news.

Su Nan did not even pay attention to a nanny, everyone heard Ning Zhiyi called
out.

“Su Nan, Qin Yu is here!”



Su Nan lifted her feet and ran over, looking anxiously, Ning Zhiya was pushing the
door, but couldn’t push it, she looked at Su Nan: “I heard Qin Yu’s voice.

“I heard Qin Yu’s voice, she’s inside!”

Su Nan took two or three steps over and pushed with her, but it was no use.

She turned to look at the maid standing there in panic, still holding the phone in
her hand, keeping it on the line, with Mo Xian’s cold voice coming out.

“Hello, Zhang Ma, has Miss Qin eaten?”
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Zhang Ma’s face was a little white, and under the cold eyes of Su Nan and Ning
Zhiya, she trembled her lips.

“Sir, someone is coming ……”

She did not finish her sentence, Su Nan went over and snatched the phone, her
eyes permeated with coldness, her tone was clear and cold: “Mo Xian, come back
to die.

“Mo Xian, come back and suffer death ……”

Dare to move her people on her turf, really do not know how to live and die.
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She doesn’t have many friends, but her friends are the best, they have
accompanied her through the long time, and she will protect them.

After saying that, she threw the phone on the floor in pieces as soon as she
finished.

The room came out Qin Yu whimpering and crying, but the sound was very small,
like there was little strength ……

Su Nan’s heart sank, and went over to bump a few times, without any effect.

Su Jin signaled the bodyguard to go over and hit the door, but all to no avail, the
door is special and can only be unlocked by a key, otherwise it will be completely
locked.

Her eyes were clear and cold as she looked at the maid, Zhang Ma, and reached
out.

“Give me the key……”

Zhang Ma subconsciously covered her pockets tightly, this small action did not
escape Su Nan’s eyes.

She shook her head and stepped back, “I …… I don’t have the key!”

Ning Zhiyi shouted in anger, “You nonsense, hurry up and take it out, or I’ll make
you look good!”



“I’m an old man, what are you going to do?”

Zhang Ma’s face was white with fear.

Su Nan sneered, she walked over, a trace of hostility crossed her pretty eyes, her
face was ugly and cold.

“Illegal detention is to go to jail, you want to taste the taste of prison food at an
age?”

She pressed on step by step, Zhang’s mother’s face changed a few times, already
fearful.

Su Jin gave a wink to the bodyguard next to her, who understood and
immediately stepped forward, suddenly and fiercely extended her hand, yanked
her arm and folded it back…

Zhang’s mother screamed in pain!

The two bodyguards had already been subdued, they were pinned to the ground
with their noses bruised and swollen, unable to move.

Only the remaining indignant and resigned eyes stared at them……

The other bodyguard reached out emotionlessly and took out the key from her
pocket and respectfully handed it to Su Nan.



Su Nan took the key, coldly hooked her lips and stared at the maid, indifferent to
all this.

“But I don’t like to trouble the police uncle, I prefer to solve it myself, don’t think
that you can be shameless when you are older, I hope you learn to behave before
you leave this world.”

Zhang Ma looked at her dislocated arm and cried bitterly, crying her heart out.

She was really frightened by this pretty and gentle little girl on the surface and
this room of bodyguards.

Su Nan indifferently glanced at her, opened the door and walked in to see Qin Yu.

Qin Yu is really inside, watching them enter, tears immediately fell down.

At first glance, who believed that this was the beloved Miss Qin Yu in the circle?

Her face is pale and ugly, her eyes are red and swollen, and she doesn’t look very
energetic.

Qin Yu saw Su Nan, her eyes lit up, and suddenly she saw Su Jin behind Su Nan,
she was stunned.

The atmosphere outside was tense and intense.

Su Jin walked in and frowned at her, “Can we still go? Let’s get out of here first.”



Qin Yu bit her lip and flung herself onto Su Nan and cried with a wow sound.

She had easily let go of Su Jin, but at the critical moment, the person who came
to her rescue was still Su Jin.

How on earth could she be indifferent?

Su Nan’s eyes were hot, and Qin Yu was lying limply on top of Su Nan, as if she
couldn’t stand on her own.

She turned back to Su Jin and snapped to look at him.

“She can’t seem to walk, she has no strength.”
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Su Jin wrinkled his eyebrows and walked over, his cold face with a sense of
asceticism, his eyes suddenly saw a small needle hole on Qin Yu’s arm, his face
suddenly darkened.

His voice was extremely cold: “Mo Xian gave you an injection?”

Needless to say, dealing with those disobedient girls, a very nasty way in the
circle, can make them feel drained while they are conscious.
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Not even the strength to refuse ……

Undoubtedly, Qin Yu was given such a drug injection.

Qin Yu’s tears fell silently and nodded her head.

People are her own choice, she deserves it.

For a moment, everyone sucked in a breath of cold air.

Su Nan was shaking with anger, and Su Jin’s aura around him sank.

He walked over, extended his hand and looked at Su Nan.

“I’ll hold her, you go first.”

Su Nan took a deep breath and touched Qin Yu’s shoulder, “Qin Yu, don’t be
afraid, let’s go now.”

Mo Xian was coming back soon, if he brought more people with him, it would be
bad for them.

After all, he can even control Qin Yu, who knows what other heartless things he
can do?



Just thinking about that gloomy, sullen face, Su Nan felt a chill in her heart.

Only a simple Qin Yu would believe that can be with this kind of person with a
spark of love, right?

Qin Yu’s eyes, which were red and swollen from crying, looked really pitiful.

She nodded her head, “Go ……”

Su Jin directly picked her up horizontally and just walked to the living room, he
heard heavy and hurried footsteps coming from the door.

Mo Xian appeared.

He came quite quickly.

When Zhang Ma saw Mo Xian, she cried out in agony and agony, “Sir, they want to
take Miss Qin away and beat me……”

Mo Xian looked at the wreckage in the house, and the two bodyguards beaten on
the ground, his eyes were gloomy and cold.

But his gaze was fixed on Qin Yu in Su Jin’s arms.

“She can’t leave.” Mo Xian spoke in a harsh tone and blocked in front of him.



His face was ugly, the emotions in his black eyes tumbled, cold and gloomy.

“Put down my people, Mr. Su.”

The bodyguards Su Jin brought had already surrounded them, and his gaze was
extremely cold:.

“Your people? Mo Xian, are you still a man? Qin Yu is not a woman you can afford
to play with, you’d better recognize it clearly.”

If Qin Yu was unknown and being played by Mo Xian, she wouldn’t even have a
chance to cry.

But she is not, the Qin family is also a big and prestigious in the city of A, Qin Yu’s
mother is a famous strong woman, reigning in the market, who does not respect
her?

This Mo Xian really does not know how to live and die?

Mo Xian’s dark eyes looked at Su Jin and frowned slightly.

“You don’t need to care about our affairs?”

He was warning Su Jin not to meddle in his affairs.

Su Nan did not want to delay his efforts and gave him a look.



“Okay, we’ll talk about it later, let’s go to the hospital first.”

The bodyguard in front opened the way, but Mo Xian’s hostility was strong, and
he suddenly kicked the bodyguard aside with a vicious and fast action.

The bodyguards next to him swarmed, Mo Xian’s eyes crossed bloodthirsty light,
action ruthless and decisive, it is obvious that he has extraordinary skills, a mere
bodyguard he does not put in his eyes.

He knocked down three or four bodyguards in a row, and his movements were
bitterly cold as he rushed towards Su Jin.

Su Jin was indifferent and did not move, his face was cold.

Su Nan was secretly ready at the side.

When she was three or four steps away, Qin Yu, who was in Su Jin’s arms,
suddenly gritted her teeth and spoke with all her strength.

“Mo Xian, you dare to touch me again, I swear I will find a way to get your whole
family killed!

Including your mother who has mental illness!”
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In an instant, Mo Xian’s eyes shook, his movements were slowed down, and the
bodyguards next to him swarmed!

Four or five bodyguards imprisoned his entire body and did not move a muscle.

He stared at her with a scarlet gaze of death.

“I’ve said I’ll go back for a divorce, can’t you even wait a day?”

Qin Yu’s voice was still hoarse from crying, and she yelled at him heartily.

“Fuck your divorce, I’m really stupid to be fooled by you, go back and live with
your wife, you deserve to be with me too?”

Why didn’t she realize before that this man’s heart was black?

She could not wait to go up and tear up this moralistic Mo Xian!

The temperature in the room suddenly dropped.

Mo Xian’s gaze trembled fiercely, while Su Jin indifferently swept a glance at him
and walked out with Qin Yu in his arms in big strides.

They left, the whole room cold wind ran in, empty, cold panic.



Mo Xian’s face is extremely depressed and ugly, his eyes are dark and cold, his
mood is extremely low.

Zhang Ma stood there, ignoring the pain of his dislocated arm, snotty nose and
tears, looking at him.

“Mr. ……”

“Who told you to do this? Didn’t I say that no one should open the door when
they come?”

He could not hear any emotion in his tone.

But the more this happens, the more inscrutable he becomes, like a bottomless
pit of unfathomable depth.

His eyes stared at her with a sinking dead water, suffocating.

Zhang Ma looked up abruptly, Mo Xian’s face was gloomy.

“Don’t lie, or else, your other arm, too, will not be saved.”

Zhang Ma gave a beat, she kind of saw the power of these rich people, simply will
not give you the opportunity to hesitate to backtrack.

At an old age, she still had to suffer like this?



She hesitated for a few seconds before she spoke with tears in her voice.

“She said that sooner or later you will separate fromMiss Qin and I will be out of
a job by then.

If I help her, let me work for her later, the pay will be doubled, and I will also find
a job for my son, as long as I find the opportunity to open the door to her
people ……”

“Her people?”

“Madam said she would send someone to take Miss Qin away ……”

The maid’s voice gradually became smaller.

After listening to Zhang Ma’s words, Mo Xian’s eyes turned gloomy and cold for a
few minutes, turned around, lifted his legs and walked out.

Qin Yu left, his heart felt like it was being viciously pinched.

Shouldn’t he be glad now that Su Jin’s people arrived first?

In the hospital.

Qin Yu went in for a checkup, while Su Nan and Ning Zhiyi waited outside.



Su Jin had already left first with his bodyguards.

Su Nan was just about to take out her cell phone and ask Yu Lou to investigate
Mo Xian thoroughly when her phone vibrated.

Shang Qian was calling.

She paused and picked it up in as calm a voice as possible.

“Hello?”

Shang Qian: “I went to bring you a midnight snack, you’re not at home, why did
you suddenly go out?”

His warm voice was tinged with worry.

Su Nan paused, “I’m at the hospital.”

“What’s wrong?” He was suddenly anxious.

Su Nan pursed her lips, explained two sentences, originally wanted to let him rest
assured, hang up the phone and rest, after all, he still has to be busy with work.

But as soon as she finished, Shang Qian didn’t even hesitate, “I’m going to look
for you, give me the address.”



Before Su Nan had time to refuse, Shang Qian hung up the phone.

Didn’t give her a chance to refuse.

Su Nan: “……”

How come I didn’t realize before that Shang Qian’s personality was actually a bit
strong?

She had no choice but to send him the location on WeChat.

Ning Zhiyi stood up, took the phone and handed it to her.

“I had someone find out about Mo Xian, he knows a partner of mine, that person
said this person is sinister and cunning, dark and cold, unemotional and ruthless,
he is the illegitimate son of Xu Guanghui, chairman of the Twin Group ……”
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